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The Woodward’s Project: Only the beginning …

Brian Hutchinson  July 3, 2010 – 1:00 pm

The Post’s Brian Hutchinson was embedded for a month in the country’s most notorious neighbourhood,
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. The Woodward’s Project is an online and print series that chronicles his
experiences as part of a unique urban experiment to bring together rich and poor in the most derelict, subsidized
and politicized neighbourhood in Canada. This is the last installment in the series.

Ian Gillespie built the new $400-million Woodward’s development in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, where I lived for the month
of June. We’re sitting in his office in another part of the city.

Woodward’s has some issues, I note. Of course it does, he says. That shouldn’t surprise. Any $400-million residential and
commercial development is going to have some teething pains.

Place it in Canada’s largest and most notorious urban slum — Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside — and the challenges multiply.
Woodward’s is a bold experiment in urban renewal, what Mr. Gillespie refers to plainly as “social engineering.” It mixes 526 units of
pricey condominiums with 200 affordable rental apartments operated by non-profit social service agencies.

RELATED

Read all of Brian Hutchinson's dispatches from Canada's most notorious neighbourhood

Mr. Gillespie, CEO of Westbank Project Corp., is justifiably proud of his achievement; it consumed a disproportionate amount of his
company’s time and resources. From a commercial perspective alone, it works. Woodward’s boasts one million square feet of
residential, office, retail and educational space, and they are all either sold or leased, and soon to be filled completely.

The community around it is improving, faster than anyone anticipated it would.

The residential portion began a phased opening in September. Almost 1,000 people from all backgrounds and economic means —
the affluent, the working class, the welfare dependent and the mentally ill — now call Woodward’s home.

This fall, some 800 university students will descend on the fine arts campus that Simon Fraser University has installed at
Woodward’s. “It’s just going to keep getting better,” says Mr. Gillespie. “There are more layers to be added.”

He’s not had time to stand back and measure for himself the so-called Woodward’s Effect. “I think you’ve got to pause,” says Mr.
Gillespie, “and live with it a little while.” Which is what we’ve done.

I spent 30 days and nights in the Woodward’s complex, living inside a small, 29th-floor condominium. Downstairs the Downtown
Eastside roared, especially at night. Sirens. Sometimes screams. Lots of shouting. Where’s it coming from? Leaving the building
after dark was uncomfortable, at first.

Soon my world expanded beyond my condo’s walls and into the rest of the development and the surrounding community.

Laura Leyshon for National PostBrian Hutchinson, pictured: “The biggest surprise? Almost everything I witnessed in the Woodward’s complex that could be called ‘disturbing’ occurred inside the
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Preconceptions and prejudices crumbled.

The biggest surprise? Almost everything I witnessed in the Woodward’s complex that could be called “disturbing” occurred inside
the two private condo towers. They involved condo dwellers and their guests. They did not involve anyone from the development’s
social housing components, or from the neighbourhood’s mean streets.

With one exception: One morning in my second week at Woodward’s, I walked into the development’s large, ground-floor atrium
and saw three young people sitting on a public bench. One of them, a woman in her early 20s, was injecting drugs. Readers who
followed closely The Woodward’s Project during the month of June will remember that a mild confrontation ensued. My account
became controversial, especially in the Downtown Eastside, where some people expect open drug use to be tolerated regardless of
the context.

The injection-in-the-Woodward’s-atrium story drew another kind of response from a publicist acting for Westbank, the Woodward’s
developer: “Overall, we believe this to be a rare occurrence, and since September 2009, we have collected only four needles in the
Woodward’s common areas.”

I didn’t see another person fixing up inside the atrium. And I never heard of any incident inside the development’s 125-unit social
housing building for singles, downstairs, where one might have expected problems.

Upstairs, among the condo-dwellers? A different story, sometimes. This was one scene from a private, fob-activated elevator: The
door opened to the 22nd floor. A young woman stood outside, staring in. She held an empty glass in one hand and an unlit cigarette
in the other. She seemed not to know where she was; she was either very drunk, or high, or both. She stumbled into the elevator. I
asked her if she was OK. She began to cry. The elevator descended to the lobby. I walked out. She remained inside.

The door closed.

Another scene, on the Woodward’s private rooftop deck: A young man in bathing trunks and drinking beer swore loudly at his
bikini-clad girlfriend. She was adjusting music from a portable stereo. Not to his liking, apparently. His profanity-laced, demeaning
tirade continued in front of onlookers. No one said a word.

A third scene, also in an elevator, a few hours after an inconvenient power failure: “I can’t wait to move back to Yaletown,” said one
man.

“I don’t think anybody is really happy here,” said another.

“You guys complain too much,” said a woman. “What did you expect, the Shangri-La?”

I had to laugh. Ian Gillespie has just built another condo tower in Vancouver. It is called the Shangri-La, after the hotel that also
occupies the space. A lovely building to be sure, but easier. Woodward’s is more problematic and more significant. It’s not what is
upstairs that makes it wonderful. And this isn’t hard to see; you’ve just got to pause and live with it.
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